THE SCANATOMY OF ZEBRA IMAGERS

The genetic code that simplifies the entire scanning experience

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
Get the most out of your scanners and your day with non-stop productivity.
- Scan multiple barcodes with a single trigger pull
- Faster, farther, smarter scanning
- Eliminate Wi-Fi interference

MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Dramatically simplify deploying and maintaining scanner fleets of any size.
- Industry’s easiest configuration
- Set it and forget it remote management
- Full-shift uptime with battery analytics

VISIBILITY TOOLS
Gain the insight and foresight to improve performance and TCO.
- Remote troubleshooting
- Validate device setup
- Real-time productivity metrics
- Analyze throughput trends

APP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Make app development and integration simple, swift and smooth.
- One-step scanner-to-mobile-device pairing
- Control of Zebra cordless scanners from a mobile device
- Speed up and simplify app development

GO BEYOND THE BARCODE
Solve tomorrow’s scanning problems today.

Contact your Zebra rep or visit www.zebra.com/DataCaptureDNA
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